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Abstract 
-_ 
Chvatal (1984) proved that no minimal imperfect graph has a small transversal, that is, a set 
of vertices of cardinality at most x + M- 1 which meets every c+clique and every x-stable set. 
In this paper we prove that a slight generalization of this notion of small transversal leads to 
a conjecture which is as strong as Berge’s strong perfect graph conjecture for a very large class 
of graphs, namely for those graphs whose diameter does not exceed 6. 
1. Introduction 
For an arbitrary graph G = (V,E), the complement G of G is defined to be the 
graph with the same vertex set as G whose edges are exactly the nonedges of G. An 
s-clique is a set of s pairwise adjacent vertices in G, while an r-stable set is a set 
of I’ pairwise nonadjacent vertices in G. The integers s and r are called the .sirr of 
the clique, respectively, of the stable set. We denote by w(G) (resp. by x(G)) the 
cliqwe (resp. the stuhility) number of G, i.e. the size of the largest clique (resp. stable 
set) in G. The chromutic number of G (denoted by x(G)) is the minimum number of 
colours needed to colour the vertices of G in such a way that no two adjacent vertices 
have the same colour. All the notions not defined here may be found in 121. 
Obviously, for every graph G, the inequality c~)<x holds. We are interested in those 
graphs for which the inequality becomes equality. A graph G = (V, E) is called pwf>ct 
if the equality (11 = x holds for G and for all of its induced subgraphs. It is called 
a minimul imprrjkt graph if it is not perfect, but every proper induced subgraph 
is perfect. It is an easy task to check that an odd chordless cycle of length at least 
five (usually called a hole), as well as its complement (usually called an ~nri-hole) 
are minimul imperjkct graphs. The remark above and some early results concerning 
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perfect graphs determined Berge [I] to formulate the two following conjectures (known 
as the strong and the weak perfect graph conjecture): 
SPGC: A graph is perfect if and only if it does not contain a hole or an anti-hole 
as an induced subgraph. 
WPGC: A graph is perfect if and only if its complement is perfect. 
While the strong perfect graph conjecture is still unsettled, the weak perfect graph 
conjecture is an easy consequence of the following theorem of Lovhz [6]. 
Theorem 1 (The Perfect Graph Theorem). A YVU$Z G = (I’, E) is perjkt if and only 
if for every induced subgraph H of G the following inequality holds: 
o(H)r(H) 2 IHI. 
This theorem was the first step toward a new approach of minimal imperfect graphs. 
The results of Padberg [7], Tucker [8], Chvatal [4] and Lovasz [6] provide the following 
list of properties satisfied by minimal imperfect graphs (we write w = w(G), c( = z(G) 
and n = IG( for short): 
(Sl) n = au+ 1; 
(S2) for each w E V, G - w has a unique partition into M u-cliques and a unique 
partition into co a-stable sets (in this latest case, an x-stable set of the partition is called 
colour of G - w); 
(S3) G has exactly n a-stable sets and IZ w-cliques; 
(S4) each vertex of G is in exactly x cc-stable sets and in exactly w w-cliques; 
(S5) for every cc-stable set S of G, there is a unique u-clique Q(S) of G such that 
S n Q(S) = 0; for every o-clique Q of G there is a unique cc-stable set S(Q) of G 
such that Q n S(Q) = 0; 
(S6) for two arbitrary w-cliques Q # Q’, if Q rl Q’ # 0 then S(Q) n S( Q’) = 8; for 
two arbitrary x-stable sets S # S’, if S n S’ # 8, then Q(S) fl Q(S’) = 8; 
(S7) for every w-clique Q and every vertex x, we have x E Q if and only if S(Q) 
is a colour of G - X; 
(S8) G contains no small transversal, i.e. no set of cardinality at most x + o - 1 
meeting every x-stable set and every o-clique of G. 
Bland et al. [3] defined a graph to be partitionable if there exist two numbers c(, w 2 2 
such that (Sl ) and (S2) (without the unicity condition) hold, and noticed that for a 
partitionable graph u and w must be the stability and, respectively, the clique number. 
Moreover, they proved that the properties (S3)-(S7) above hold not only for minimal 
imperfect graphs, but also for all partitionable graphs. 
On the other hand, the property (S8) is not valid for all the partitionable graphs, 
as proved by the graph denoted by Cf, which has the vertices 1,2,. . , 10 and the 
edges ij E E iff i - j E { 1,2,8,9}. Indeed, the set of vertices { 1,3,5,7,9} is a small 
transversal in G. We may then hope that we could obtain a characterization of minimal 
imperfect graphs by joining to the properties of partitionable graphs the condition (S8). 
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Unfortunately, that is not true. The graph F given by the set of vertices { 1,2,. , 17) 
and ij E E iff i - j E {2,6,7,8,9, IO,1 1.15) is not minimal imperfect, although it 
is partitionable and it has no small transversal. This graph was found by Chvatal 
et al. [5]. 
It follows that another property is needed in order to obtain the characterization we 
are looking for. Our aim here is to suggest such a possible property and to show that, 
if true, it would make the job for a very large class of graphs, namely for all the graphs 
of diameter at least 7. We also indicate a new way to approach the minimal imperfect 
graphs, which seems to be powerful enough to justify the study of the transversals in 
general and of the small 2-transversals (that we define below) in particular. 
Similarly to Chvatal [4], we shall say that a set T of vertices of G is a .srna/l 
2-tran.wrsuI of G if the two properties below hold: 
(1) the cardinality of T is at most 2x $- 2to - 4; 
(2) T meets every a-stable set and every o-clique in at least two vertices. 
Notice that the holes and the anti-holes do not contain a small 2-transversal. Indeed, 
if a hole had a small 2-transversal T, then T should meet every edge in two vertices, 
so T should contain all the vertices of G. Then its size should be n, the number of 
vertices in the hole, while 2~ + 2m - 4 = 2x = tc)~ = n - I, a contradiction. The same 
reasoning proves that no anti-hole admits a small 2-transversal. Thus, the SPGC implies 
the conjecture below: 
Conjecture 1. A minimal imperfect graph admits no small 2-transversal 
Following the same way as for the small transversal, we ask whether there exist 
partitionable graphs without small 2-transversal which are not minimal imperfect. The 
answer is not known. 
Nevertheless, the small 2-transversal is a tool which offers the possibility of iden- 
tifying a certain structure of a partitionable graph with no purticulur property. while 
this is not possible (till now) using the small transversal. This structure will allow us, 
to prove the following theorem (diam(G) is the diameter of G): 
Theorem 2. Let G he (I gruph rvith cr) # 3 and diam(G) 3 7. Then: 
G is partitionable wsith no smldl 2-trunscersal $f G is u hole. 
Notice that the condition o # 3 has no importance while speaking of perfect graphs 
since Tucker [9] proved that the SPGC holds for graphs of clique number equal to 
three. We may then deduce: 
Corollary 1. For the graphs of diameter ut leust 7. Conjecture 1 is equiwlrnt to thv 
SPGC. 
Since the weak perfect graph conjecture is proved, we can also state that. 
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Corollary 2. Let G be a partitionclble graph with LC) > 3, c( > 3. Then 
(1) either diam(G) and diam(G) do not exceed 6; 
(2) OY G has a small 2-transversal. 
2. Preliminary results 
Let II, 2: be two vertices of the partitionable graph G = ( V,E). For every vertex w E V 
there is, according to the property (S2), a unique partition of G - w in colour classes, 
that is in x-stable sets. If u and u have the same colour we shall say that this colour is 
black. Otherwise, we shall say that the colour of u is red and the colour of v is white. 
An w-clique Q is called black if the corresponding cc-stable set S(Q) is a black 
colour. That is, for every vertex w in Q the set S(Q) is a black colour in the partition 
of G - w (by (S7)), thus, it contains both vertices u and c. 
An w-clique Q is called red (respectively white) if the corresponding cc-stable set 
S(Q) is a red (respectively white) colour. Then for every vertex t in the red clique Q, 
S(Q) is the colour of u in G - t. If t # u, let S’ be the colour of v in G - t. Again 
by (S7), t must be in the white clique corresponding to S’, i.e. Q(S’). Consequently, 
t is contained in a red clique and in a white clique which correspond respectively to 
the colours of u and u in G - t. 
It is important to notice the following two facts: 
(1) Two cliques of the same colour cannot meet (otherwise, by (S6), the corre- 
sponding stable sets would be disjoint, while their intersection set contains at least one 
of U,U). 
(2) A black clique cannot intersect a red or a white clique. 
Therefore, an arbitrary vertex w # U, v is either in a unique black clique, or in 
a unique red clique and a unique white clique. The vertex v is only in a red clique 
(denoted by -Y), the one which has an empty intersection with the colour of u in 
G - v. Similarly, u is only in a white clique, denoted by “)G. 
Let H be the intersection graph of the red and white cliques in G, that is, the graph 
with the vertex set 
V(H) = {a /a is a red or white clique) 
and the edge set 
E(H) = {ab 1 a, b E V(H), a f’ b # 8). 
Since the red and white cliques are disjoint, the graph H is bipartite. 
Claim 1. The graph H is connected 
Proof. We first prove that 4Y and -Y- are in the same connected component of H. 
Suppose this is not the case and let F be the set of vertices of G corresponding to 
the connected component of H containing %, but not $< Then F is partitioned by 
some white cliques, so IFI = ktr,, where k is a positive integer. Moreover. F ~ {u} is 
partitioned by some red cliques, so IFI ~ I = hto, where h is also a positive integer. 
The two relations obtained yield a contradiction. 
Suppose now that H is not connected and let C be the set of vertices of G cort-e- 
sponding to the connected component of H not containing @ and Y We denote by 
Rc. and E’c, the set of red, respectively, white cliques of c‘ and by Rc; _( . W,;- ( the 
similar sets of G ~ C. With the notation N for the set of black cliques in G, we ha\:c 
that N UR~URG._(. and N U Wc-URc;_c- are two partitions of GP u. and that contradicts 
(S2). We deduce that H is connected. 1 
Let A,B and C be three to-cliques inducing a chordless path ABC on three vertices 
(denoted 9) in H. We shall say that (AB.C) is an obstruction whenever A ‘7 B is 
reduced to a single vertex and this vertex is contained in the r-stable set avoiding C‘. 
A path on four vertices (denoted PA) ABCD is called thick if none of the pairs 
(AB, C), (DC, B) is an obstruction. 
(In Fig. 1, the double edges represent an intersection containing at least two vertices. 
while do is the degree of the vertex d, i.e. the number of edges incident to (I.) 
Proof. To simplify the discussion, consider first a notation. We shall mark an edge .YJ’ 
of H by the symbol z (where z is a vertex of H) if (xy,z) is not an obstruction. On 
the other hand, the vertex will be marked by Z if (xy,z) is an obstruction. We can 
notice that if w is a vertex of H, then at most one edge incident to 11’ is marked 5. 
Otherwise the clique of G denoted by w would have two vertices t, t’ both contained 
in S(z), and that is not possible. 
Now, let us consider the configurations one by one. 
(Cl): If the PJ acde is not thick, then we may suppose that de is marked with (_, 
consequently rlf’ is marked c. Since at least one of the edges ac,hc is marked (I (say 
hc,), one obtains a thick Ph bcdj’. 
(C2): The same type of reasoning yields a thick Pd. 
(C3): The intersection of c and d has the cardinality at most (9-2 (otherwise at most 
one of the intersections a n c, h n c would be empty) and, since d has no neighbours 
but (7 and e, we deduce that Id n el> 2. Since d could obstruct at most one of IK.. h(,. 
we deduce the existence of a thick Pd. 
(C4)-(C6): Similar to (Cl)-(C3), except that now the double lines simplify the 
discussion. 
(C7) If Nheh is not thick, then we may suppose that eh is marked h, and in that 
case jlz,c@ are both marked h. If ubjh is not thick, then ah is necessarily marked with 
,f, so ac,ad are marked f. Once more, if clbgh is not thick, we deduce that ah is i 
and ac, ad are 9, while udgh implies that gh is a? and j11, eh are d. Then in the P4 odfh, 
fl7 is marked d and ad is marked ,f; so this P4 is thick. r 
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Fig. 1. Gentle configurations 
The result above ensures that we can find a thick P4 in the graph H as soon as we 
identify in H one of the indicated configurations. The proof of Theorem 2, presented 
in the section below, uses the condition diam(G)3 7 to obtain (if w > 3) the existence 
in H of a thick P4 such that none of its extremities is % or VI Such a P4 implies the 
existence of a small 2-transversal, as we shall prove, so the ‘if’ part will follow. 
3. The proofs 
Since the ‘only if’ part of Theorem 2 is obviously true, 
work on proving the ‘if’ part. 
we shall concentrate our 
Suppose G is a partitionable graph with w # 3 and diam( G) 3 7 which is not a hole. 
Since the only partitionable graphs with o = 2 are the holes, we deduce that 024. 
We prove that G contains a small 2-transversal. 
Let u, v be two vertices of G such that the distance between u and v in G be equal 
to the diameter. Using the vertices u and v we can define the black, red and white 
colours, and the corresponding cliques as before. The graph H and the cliques ‘2, V 
have the same meanings. 
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Claim 3. rf‘ H contains a thick P4 ABCD such that {A, D} n {?/, ?‘I”} = 8, then G 
contains u small 2-transversal. 
Proof. Since ABCD is thick, (AB,C) and (DC, B) are not obstructions, without loss 
of generality we may suppose that A and C are red cliques, while B and D are 
white cliques. The corresponding r-stable sets are denoted, as before, by S(A), S(B), 
S(C),S(D), respectively. Consider the set T = A U S(B) U S(C) U D and let us prove 
that it is a small 2-transversal. Obviously, every cu-clique of T meets every y-stable 
set of T, so JT1 = 2c( + 2w - 4. 
Let Q be an arbitrary clique of G. If Q # B and Q # C, then Q meets the disjoint 
(because of (S6)) cc-stable sets S(B) and S(C). If Q = B, then Q n A # I_? and 
ens(C) # 0; m case that IQ n Al 32, we are done; otherwise the unique vertex of 
Q n A is not in S(C) (else (AB, C) would be an obstruction), so IQ n T( 22. The 
reasoning is similar for Q = C. 
Let S be an arbitrary a-stable set of G. If S # S(A) and S # S(D), then S meets 
the disjoint to-cliques A and D, consequently /S n TI 22. For S = S(A) we have that 
S n S(C) z(u) and S n D # 0, so, since D # 4!!, we have 1 T n S/ 32. The reasoning 
is similar for S = S(D). 0 
Because of the preceding result we are interested in finding a thick P4 with the 
extremities different from % and 3’^  in H, since that will prove the existence of 
a small 2-transversal in the graph G. We shall look for this P4 in two steps: firstly we 
analyse a path P joining ~a! and Y‘ in H trying to find the P4 close to P; secondly, if 
the desired path is not there, we characterize the particular structure of H and prove 
that it must contain a suitable Pd. 
Some more notations are necessary before starting this search. 
Let us call \t,eight of the edge xy of H (notation ~(xq’)) the cardinality of .Y n J*. 
The u,eight of’ the vertex x (notation n(x)) is the total weight of the edges incident 
to x. For every vertex x # %V, “5’; n(x) = to; moreover, D(s&) = n( 9”‘) = (0 - 1. 
We shall call doubling of a path P a triple of consecutive vertices a, h,c on P such 
that there is a vertex d @ V(P) adjacent to a and c. 
Let P = [u,,ul,...,uh-I,Z.Q] and P’ = [vI,c~,...,c~_~,K~] be two disjoint chordless 
paths of the same length in H. We say that P and P’ are parullel if the following 
conditions hold: 
?? for all ig{1,2 ,..., h- l,h}, ZQV, M(H) and n(u,c,) = (u - 2; 
0 for all iE{l,2,..., h - 1}, X(UiUill) = 7C(ViV;+l) = 1. 
Since H is a connected bipartite graph, between % and ?- there exists in H at least 
one shortest path P = [%,xl,x~,. . ,XQ, Y‘], of odd length. Notice that p 3 3, i.e. the 
length of P is at least seven. If this was not the case, then its length would be at the 
most five and one could find in G a path of length at the most 6 joining u and V, 
a contradiction. 
The center of the path P is supposed to be an imaginary vertex in the middle of 
the edge ?cpxp+l. 
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If in H there exists a shortest path between & and V which contains a 
doubling, then we suppose that P is picked up such that the doubling is as close as 
possible to the center of the path. In the other case, P is an arbitrary shortest 
path. 
Claim 4. For the graph H and the path P, at least one of the two properties below 
holds: 
(1) H contains a thick P4 such that {A, D} n {?A!, Y} = 0. 
(2) H contains two parallel paths C, C’ such that V(P) c V(C) U V(C’) and a, 9’” 
are among the extremities of the paths C, C’. 
Proof. We suppose that 1 is not true and we prove 2. 
Case 1: P does not contain a doubling. 
Notice that at least one of the internal vertices xi, 2 < i <2p - 1 of the path must have 
some neighbours not situated on the path. If this is not the case, then either 71(x1x2) = 1, 
and then rc(xzx~) = n(xdxs) = 0 - 1, so x2x3X4X5 satisfies 1; or 71(x1x2) = Y > 1, and 
then 7r(xsxq) = r > 1, so xi x2X3x4 satisfies 1. 
Consequently, there is a vertex xk (2 <k <2p - 1) which has some neighbours out 
of P. Let Z be the set of these neighbours. Without loss of generality we may sup- 
pose that 2 <k < p, else we can change the notations to arrive at this case. Then 
xk-1 ,xk+] ,xk+2,xk+s exist and, according to the hypothesis, are all different from u2d 
and V. 
For z E Z, because of the configuration (C4) applied to the graph induced by the 
vertices xk_,,xk,z,xk+i,xk+2, we deduce that +k+ixk+2) = 1. Because of the configu- 
ration (C3), xk+l must also have some neighbours out of P. The set containing them 
is denoted by W. The configuration (Cl) guarantees that all the possible edges are 
present between Z and W, else we have already found the desired Pd. Once more by 
(C4) and (C3) (for XkW!k+lXk+2Xk+s, where w E W) we have that +k+2xk+a) = 1 
and for Xkf2 there also exist the non-empty set T of the neighbours non-situated on 
the path. Moreover, between W and T all the edges are present, otherwise we have 
(Cl). 
The configuration (C4) for txk+2.?++3xk+lXk (t E T) gives z(XkXk+i) = 1, so for 
&+I we have either that ) W 122, or that there is a unique w in W and n(xk+iw) = 
w - 2. 
Case 1.1: (W132. ForeverytET,everyzEZandanytwoverticeswi,w2EW, (C5) 
implies z(Xk+zt) = 1, consequently 1 Tj 3 2. We then consider tl, t2 E T. The configuration 
(C2) for Xk+2, tl, t2, WI and two vertices of Z insures the existence of a suitable P4, so 
we may suppose that IZI = 1. Now, from xkzwlw2tl and (CS) we obtain z(Xkz) = 1. 
Since +&_1xk) = 1, by (C3) for ,‘+_I,xk,xk+l, W,Xk+2, We have that n(x,) = 3 < cc), 
a contradiction. 
Case 1.2: I WI = 1. If w E W, we have that n(xk+rw) = o - 2. Since Z # 0 and 
T # 0, the weight of w implies IZI = 1, ITI = 1. Moreover, rc(zw) = 1, n(wt) = 1 
and we also have rc(xkz) = n(.u~+~t) =I (0 - 2 (because XA..Y~+~ have no more 
neighbours). 
The same reasoning is valid now for XL+ 1 and .Y~+z. by considering the three con- 
secutive vertices towards XI or towards xl,,, according to the possibilities. In this 
way we obtain either the searched PJ, or a path [JS~. ~3,. . . J’z~,_~] parallel to 
[-K?,% I..-, -Q-II. 
Now, ~‘1 must have another neighbour ~1 such that rc( J’IJ‘~ ) = 1. Moreover. ~‘1 itself 
must possess some other neighbours. If all the neighbours I* of ~$1 different from 1.2 
are such that n(/*yi) = 1, then because of (Cl) we have that ~‘1 has precisely two 
such neighbours and one of the neighbours is in fact XI. But then n(>,i ) = 3 c w, a 
contradiction. On the other hand, if ~‘1 has a neighbour (1 such that n(q,t,i ) 22. then 
(C4) for y.~l,~2,~~,~3 implies that rl = si , so J’~.YI t E(H). Since rc(sl~,i )<co ~~ 2 
(else n(.ui ) > UI), ~1 has another ncighbour y0 (which is unique, in fact) such that 
rr(yo t:i ) = 1. Consequently. rr(xi ~‘1) = (‘1~ 2. In the same way we obtain the existcncc 
of the vertex J+ that extends the path [J,:, ~3,. _. J-Z,,_ 11 on the other side. 
As already noticed, _t’i must have another (unique) ncighbour ~‘0 such that rrI(.~(~~‘i ) = 
1. As before we deduce that JJ~#E E(H) and n(~,c,‘//) = (‘1 ~ 2. Analogously. there is 
a vertex ~‘2,~. 1 extending the path on the other side. The claim is proved in this case. 
Cuw 2: P contains at least one doubling. 
Consider the doubling which is the nearest to the center and let XL ~..YA..Q 1 be the 
concerned vertices. 
C’usr 2.1: k f p, p + 1. Then we suppose without lost of generality that k < ,D and 
neither x/,+~, nor .Y~_z is the middle of a doubling. There also exist a vertex sk j 7 which 
is different from Y : 
We denote by ,Y:, a vertex adjacent to XL ~ I, .x-k _ ,. The configuration (C4) for .\-I,. A$. 
x~+~..Y~+~,x/, +3 implies 7c(xk+~_~~+3) =. 1. ‘The configuration (C3) for .t-,,s~._\-~+ 1. Y/, 2. 
XL 1-3 gives the existence of a vertex ; adjacent to XL -2. By using (Cl ). we have that 
z is adjacent to at least one of the vertices ,Q,,Y~. It cannot be adjacent to XL, because 
then x~,.Y~+~,x~+~ would be a doubling situated closer to the center. And it cannot be 
adjacent to XL. neither, since then we could find the path /I/ .I$ .YA+~ x/,-1_\-/,_ 3 7 of 
the same length as P, but possessing a doubling situated closer to the center. We then 
have a contradiction. 
C’ust~ 2.2: k = p or k = p + 1. Without lost of generality we suppose that X = /I. 
Since k 3 3, the vertices xk_i ,x_~.sx+ l ,_x’~__~.x/, + 3 are different from +!! and Y Let .-I be 
the set of vertices adjacent to XL-1 and _~i;__~. We have IA 1 > 2 and we consider .i-l G -1. 
Because of (C5) and, respectively, (C4) we have rr(_uk T 1 sh. 2) = n(x~-2.1-~ +J ) :: 1. so 
.‘;A -2 has at least another neighbour z. 
Ctrsr 2.2.1: IAl 23. Let x6. ,x$’ be two vertices of .+f\{s~}. The configuration (Cl ) 
for .Y~.s~,,~~+~,.K~+~,z,.~~+~ implies that z is adjacent to at least IAl ~ 1 vertices of A. 
If 2 is adjacent to A\{x~}, but is not adjacent to xx, then n(,v~_i.u~ ) = 1 because 
of (C.5) for z,.x~.,x~.‘,xk_i,xk. Moreover, again (C5) implies that n(x,,_lsi) = I, for 
every XI EAT, and 7r(x~-2~_t) = I. The configuration (C2) guarantees that the only 
neighbours of &_i are the vertices in A and _y,! -2. We deduce that IAl = (‘) ~ I. so z 
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is adjacent to o - 2 vertices of A. All the edges zx: are of weight 1 because of (C5) 
for z,x:,xk-i,xk,xk+i. Now, again (C5) implies that rc(zxk+*) = 1 and then z must 
have a neighbour w # xk+2 which is not in A. But then xk_i,x~,x~,z,xk+2,w is the 
configuration (C2), a contradiction. 
We may then suppose that every z # xk+l, xk+3 adjacent to xk+2 is also adjacent 
to all the vertices of A. The configuration (CS) guarantees that 7c(zxk+2) = 1 for 
every such z, consequently there are at least two such neighbours z,z’ of xk+2. Then 
Xk_1,Xk,X~,X~,Xk+l,z,Z’,-Xk+2 is the configuration (C7). 
Case 2.2.2: IAl = 2. Let xk,xi be the vertices of A. As we already noticed, 
rt(xk+]xk+2) = rt(xk+ZXk+s) = 1 and xk+2 has at least another neighbour z. The 
configuration (C 1) implies that z is adjacent to at least one of the vertices xk,xL. 
In case that it was adjacent to both of them, (C5) would imply that n(xk_lx~) = 
?t(xk- ]xk) = Z(xk__2xk_ 1) = 1. Then fl(Xk_ 1) = 3 < w, a contradiction. 
We may then suppose that z is adjacent to x6 and nonadjacent to xk. The configu- 
ration (C5) gives, firstly, n(xkxk+]) = 1 (because of z,xk,xk+t,xk+2,xk) and secondly 
7c(xiz) = 1 (because of xk__I,x/&xk+, ,z). In the same way, X(x&1x;) = 1. Since 
xk+i has no other neighbour (according to (C2)), we deduce that z(xk+lxL) = w - 2 
and, similarly, n(xk+zz) = $xk-_I&) = w - 2. 
If we analyse the paths xk_ix6z and xkxkk+i x&2, we notice that they are parallel. 
We should like to extend them. At this moment, the paths which promise to be parallel 
are [%,x1 , . . . txk--Z>Xk-I,+] and bk,xk+l , . . . ,xzp, V]. Initially we had only one path 
which has been ‘broken’ because a doubling appeared. The phenomenon is in fact the 
same each time a doubling is found on the path. 
To see this, notice that x&2 (if it exists) cannot be doubled because we already 
have fl(Xk_i ) = o. As long as we have such vertices, the path may be extended 
with the argument already used in Case 1. Suppose now, for instance, that xk-3 
is doubled. Then a vertex xi-3 adjacent to xk__2 exists and the graph induced by 
xk-~,x~_~,~k_2,xk_~,x~,xk is (Cl), except if &x6_3 is an edge. Then the path is ‘bro- 
ken’ again, and @, ^Y- are again on the same path among the two partial parallel paths. 
By induction, using the arguments above, we deduce the existence of two parallel paths, 
not containing @, v, but containing all the other vertices. Very easily these paths may 
be prolonged such that they contain these two particular vertices, so the Claim 4 
is proved. ??
Proof of Theorem 2. By Claim 4, either we have a thick P4 with the extremities 
different from %,-Y (and in this case Claim 3 guarantees the existence of a small 
2_transversal), or there exist two parallel paths C and C’. 
In the latest case, let a be the neighbour of & such that $a%) = o - 2 and b 
the similar vertex for 9’Y Then a and b must have, each of them, another neighbour, 
%Y’, respectively Y’ such that n(a%‘) = 1 and n(bV) = 1. Notice that a’ has the 
same colour as % (white) and -Y-’ has the same colour as v (red). Moreover, that 
(because of the fact that the vertices in V(C) U V(C’) are saturated) %’ and 9’“’ are 
in the same connected component of H\V(C)\V(C’); the proof is similar to the proof 
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of Claim 1, first part. Consequently, there exists a shortest path P' joining ‘+?/’ and Y ” 
in H\ V(C)\V( C'). It must be of length at least three, otherwise -?/ and 7 could be 
joined by a path of length 5, so the distance in G between u and ~3 would be smaller 
than seven, a contradiction. 
Consider now the path P" given by ‘II, a, P'. h, f 1 This path is of length at least 
seven, is the shortest among the paths joining ‘2/ and Y in H\{the internal vertices 
of C and C’}, and may be chosen such that the doubling (if it exists) be as close 
as possible to the center of the path. The Claim 4 may be also applied for the 
path P" (same reasoning in the proof) in order to deduce that either we have a 
suitable P4 (and we are done) or there exist two parallel paths containing the vertices 
of P". The latest case is obviously impossible: +Y has exactly two neighbours and 
one of them is saturated in C U C’, thus it cannot be contained in the new parallel 
paths. 3 
Remark. Using the ideas of the proof above we can easily build a graph H, of diameter 
five, which does not contain a suitable Pd. In this case it is sufficient to consider the 
two parallel paths C, C’ and to introduce an edge of weight OJ - 1 between ‘1/’ and I ‘. 
This example shows that the same method is not sufficient to reduce the diameter of 
the graphs we consider. 
Proof of Corollary 1. As we already noticed, the SPGC implies the Conjecture I. 
Let us prove now that Conjecture 1 implies the SPGC. Consider a minimal imperfect 
graph G of diameter at least seven. Then it is partitionable and, by Conjecture I 
admits no small 2-transversal. Therefore, either (r) = 3 (and by Tucker’s result [9] 
we obtain a hole), or it is a hole (by Theorem 2). It follows that G is a hole or an 
anti-hole. tI 
Proof of Corollary 2. Suppose that neither the Property 1, nor the Property 2 hold. 
Then G has no 2-transversal and the diameter of G or the diameter of G is 
at least seven. Suppose, without loss of generality, that diam(G) 27. All the hypothe- 
ses in Theorem 2 are valid, thus G must be a hole. But then (II= 2, a 
contradiction. 0 
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